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Across  
    

1 Infinitely awful spiritual state defined by  17 German for and as in Sein … Zeit or Fred  

 theologians as exclusion from the sanctifying   Feuerstein … Barney Geröllheimer 

 power of divine love (rhymes with Pell and 19 Our Lady (initials) 
 is where the new Catholic Archbishop of  20 Curvaceous Italian Australian singer from  

 Sydney says you will go if you have Holy  Moonee Ponds 

 Communion whilst “sinning badly”) 21 What kind of rice is used to make congee? 
4 American city (full of sin) 22 Signed “X” (initials) 

6 Which seal, when opened in Revelation 6,  24 Incredibly evil (or English) (initials) 

 caused the earth to become “black as  25 Who was the Phantom in the 1925 silent  
 sackcloth of hair” and the moon “as blood”  Phantom of the Opera (his son was the 

 and “the kings of the earth and the mighty   Wolfman in 1941 horror film) (initials) 

 men” to hide “in the dens and in the rocks of  26 In response to the highly publicized 1961  
 the mountains” and say, “Fall on us, and hide   trial of which Austrian Nazi administrator  

 us from the face of him that sitteth on the   did German philosopher Hannah Arendt coin  

 throne, and from the wrath of the Lamb”?  the memorable, if meaningless phrase “the  
11 Famous US conceptual artist (Woman is   banality of evil”? 

 Nigger of the World etc.) 28 Black Sabbath singer known for cruelty to  

12 Penetration agent established in a position of   small animals (initials) 
 trust and power deep within an enemy  29 Which Louis was guillotined in 1793? 

 organization (Kim Philby, Alger Hiss etc.) 30 Famous English group: Anne, Dick, George,  
14 “Here is wisdom. Let him who hath under-  Julian and Timmy 

 standing count the number of the beast: for it 32 Don Martin or Dr. Mengele or Dannii  

 is the number of a man; and his number is   Minogue (initials) 
 Six hundred threescore and six” (Rev. 13) 33 Beauty, Psycho, scary global military 

 Who is the man?  presence 

15 Ancient legal code invoked by Archbishop  37 “You can get yourself clean, you can have a  
 Pell as ultimate authority in contentious   good meal, you can do whatever you feel.  

 position on gays and Communion  It’s fun to stay at the … … C. A.” 
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Across (contd.)  
    

38 Egghead married to hourglass (initials) 10 Of which sacrament has Archbishop Pell said  
40 Enclosed metal compartments heated for   you must not partake whilst “sinning badly”? 

 purposes of cooking or incineration  (4, 9) 

41 Tübingen University (initials) 12 Semibreve, … , crotchet, quaver, semiquaver, 
42 Misinformation, untruths, “false news”   demisemiquaver, hemidemisemiquaver 

 deliberately spread 13 Sinister science of improving the population  

44 Long Island or lethal injection (initials)  through selective breeding (“breeding out the  
45 Daughter of Zeus and Leda who was so pretty  black” etc.) 

 her face launched a thousand ships 16 Australian iniquity (initials) 

46 Wicked, evil, full of sin 18 No life or n***** lover (initials) 
49 Typhus epidemic (initials) 23 Which Louis was the Sun King? 

50 Disintegration of the mucus membrane  24 A theoretical concept which purports to  

 lining the stomach resulting in slow healing  explain the material world in its extremities  
 sores brought on by middle management  or far reaches though essentially incompatible 

51 Cartoon character doodle craze (of uncertain   with it, both a pretense that objective reality 

 origin) depicting a balding man with a   can be understood and an admission of the 
 pendulous proboscis hanging over a wall  limits or fallibility of human comprehension; 

 with the caption “… was here”  without end (the size of the universe, the 

53 Heavy wooden collar fitted around the necks   length of time, the love of God etc.) 
 of beasts of burden used as a metaphor for  27 Sinister US cabal responsible for invasion of 

 immense oppressive force like ancient Rome   Cuba, JFK hit and Whitlam sacking 
 or modern America 31 Vicious attack (or album) or Vanessa  

54 “I beheld … as lightening fall from heaven”   Amorosi (initials) 

 Luke 10:18 34 What is Hagia Sophia (also Al Aqsa)? 
  35 Evil ventriloquist (initials) 
 

Down 
36 Body parts, articles of clothing and other  

 accoutrements purportedly belonging to a  
1 What is Archbishop Pell’s idea of “sinning   saint, venerated as holy and displayed to  

 badly”?  amaze and control the simple 

2 Medication for fast, effective relief from  39 Troubled American actor (Rebel Without A  
 indigestion and reflux  Cause, Escape from the Planet of the Apes  

3 Paradise, soul, tribe, cause, innocence, youth,  etc.) murdered mysteriously in LA in 1976 

 generation, dogs’ home etc. 43 Evil incarnate (initials) 
4 What kind of sinful vida is Ricky Martin  45 Bohemian religious reformer burnt at the  

 living?  stake as a heretic in 1515 

5 Charismatic, melancholy star of This Gun for  47 Ugly lie (initials) 
 Hire and Shane (initials) 48 Orthodox Rabbi (initials) 

7 Partial remissions of the temporal punishment 51 Flamboyant Australian actor known for roles 

 still due to sin after it has been forgiven sold  of Herod in King of Kings, Pontius Pilate in  
 by venial Catholic clergy to the gullible and   Ben Hur and police superintendent Cobham  

 afraid  in Mad Dog Morgan (with memorable line  

8 Xenophobic eugenicist (initials)  about scrotal sack) (initials) 
9 Someone who lives in a cave 52 Oswald assassination (initials) 
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